Teaching and Learning

Already serving over 7,000 majors, minors and students in graduate programs, AY17 saw the launch of several new programs. CHSS now offers a MA in Clinical Psychology with a concentration in Forensic Psychology, a minor in Social Work, and a graduate certificate in Homeland Security. New programs that are accepting students this coming year include a major in Arabic Studies (Modern Languages and Literatures), and joint BA/MA programs in several subjects.

Research

The College of Humanities and Social Science is home to active researchers and regularly published writers. Faculty and staff are involved with over 20 active external grants. The College faculty serve in a variety of editorial roles, with over a dozen faculty members in leading roles as editors, associate editors, or book review editors. AY16 has seen publication of 25 books, 171 journal articles, essays, and reviews, 38 book chapters, and over 250 presentations at international, national and regional conferences. Faculty research from the College is promulgated throughout peer-reviewed venues primarily, but research findings and reputations have generated significant media attention as well. For example, this year saw media coverage of English professor Jeff Miller’s discovery of the earliest known portion of the King James Bible, Psychology’s Debra Zellner’s advances in the psychology of food; Sarah Lowe’s insights on the psychological effects of natural disasters, and Modern Languages and Literature’s Elizabeth Emery’s award of a prestigious NEH Humanities grant to fund archival research in France.

Service

Faculty and staff across the College have provided service to students, their professions, and the local community in a myriad of ways. On-campus highlights of initiatives that faculty advanced include hosting writer Jumphi Lahari, sponsoring “Beyond Ferguson: Poetry, Prose, & Student Activism after Michael Brown and the offering the lecture series, “Queering the Sciences.” Off campus, faculty are extremely active, often bringing students with them. For example, faculty in the Justice Studies program organized the Petey Greene Program which provides college volunteer tutors for incarcerated students. As another example, Fran Prezant’s work winning a grant from the Kessler Foundation has enabled the University to support the ReelAbilities film festival of Montclair. Finally, clinicians from the Psychology Department provided services for more than 50 external clients this year. CHSS faculty and staff serve on local, regional, national and international boards and advisory committees, lending their expertise and willingness to serve to hundreds of organizations.
CHSS Student Awards and Achievements
(selected)

- Edward Barr, Danapolie Brice, and Ruth Rivera (Religion) collaborated with the Montclair Historical Society on a public history report related to religious organizations.
- Warren Bristol (Anthropology) received the Fredric J. Bednarek Anthropology scholarship.
- Kristen Bryfoilge (English) received an Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service Award.
- Cassandra Calle (Psychology) received the Undergraduate Presentation Award at the Student Research Symposium.
- Jah’Nique Campos (History) was awarded the Beckwith Scholarship.
- Spanish majors Lorena Andrea Wilde-Caneda, Cindy Molina, and Bertrudis Salobo received Haartz-Marinelli scholarships for excellent students in Latin American Literature and Studies.
- Karima Degdoug and James Ellis (Modern Languages and Literatures) received Conrad Schmitt scholarships.
- Elizabeth Perez Diner, Matt Kelly, Leslie Lópe, and Fabiola Vargas (Spanish & Italian) received scholarships totaling $8,000.00
- Maria Dolan (Psychology) received the Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service award at the CHSS Social Sciences convocation.
- Rachel Druker (Sociology) published an article in Sociological Insight, a peer-reviewed journal.
- Student entrepreneurs Larissa Elvers (Child Advocacy and Policy), Christiana Himiob (Spanish) and Sacha Vincent, developers of Karuda Skincare, won $10,000 in annual student pitch competition.
- Angelo Genova, ’75 (History), received the Distinguished Alumni Award at the CHSS Humanities convocation.
- Sila Francobido (Modern Languages and Literatures) received the French endowed graduate scholarship.
- Liam Gutch (History) was awarded the McLean Scholarship.
- James Horning (History) received the Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service award at the CHSS Humanities convocation.
- Natalie Janowiak (Speech Language & Pathology) received the Communications Sciences and Disorders Speech-Language Pathology Scholarship award.
- Nicole Konecko (Audiology) received the Communication Sciences and Disorders Audiology Scholarship award.
- Sarah Lyons (Psychology) was part of a team of researchers who won the undergraduate poster presentation award at the Student Research Symposium.
- Cindy Molina (Spanish and Psychology) received the Gabriela Mistral Award for academic achievement.
- Ashley Pena (English) won the award for Co-op Student of the Year as part of her work as an assistant for goodhousekeeping.com.
- Matthew Zuccaro (Political Science and History) received the Outstanding Academic Achievement and Service award at the CHSS Social Sciences convocation.
• **Sean McChesney** (Speech-Language Pathology MA) received the Marni Reisberg Memorial Student Achievement Award.

• **Jonathan Nuñez** (History) was awarded the Eby Ohamadike Scholarship from the Student Government Association.

• **Nader Tavakoli**, ’80 (Political Science) received the Distinguished Alumni Award at the CHSS Social Sciences convocation.

• **Aminata Traore** (Modern Languages and Literatures) received the Kermit Vogel Scholarship.

• **Mary Treuer** (Speech-Language Pathology) received the Peins Speech-Language Pathology Scholarship.

• **Grace Wessell** and **Jessica Polay** (Speech-Language Pathology) received the Dr. Harold M. Scholl Endowed Scholarship.

• **Jihae Woo** (Modern Languages and Literatures) was awarded the 2015 Korean American Physicians Associations of New York scholars.
Faculty and Staff Awards and Honors

Dean’s Recognition Awards

•  Jeff Miller (English) for Scholarship
•  Bonnie Dowd (English) for Teaching
•  David Galef (English) for Teaching
•  Venezia Michalsen (Justice Studies) for Teaching
•  Susan O’Neill (Sociology) for Service
•  Ken Sumner (Psychology) for Service

External Faculty Honors and Awards

•  Fawzia Afzal-Khan’s (English) documentary in progress, *Siren Song of Pakistan: Women’s Voices of Resistance*, won a permit award from the Accolade Global Film Competition.
•  Jason Dickinson (Child Advocacy) was elected to the New Jersey Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect.
•  Elizabeth Emery received a National Endowment for the Humanities Grant for AY2016-2017.
CHSS Faculty and Staff Landmarks

Tenured

• Alison Beringer (Classics & General Humanities)
• Caroline Dadas (English)
• Ian Drake (Political Science & Law)
• Thomas Herold (Modern Languages and Literatures)
• Christopher Salvatore (Justice Studies)

Promoted

• Lee Behlman (English), to associate professor
• Alison Beringer (Classics & General Humanities), to associate professor
• Caroline Dadas (English), to associate professor
• Elsa Davidson (Anthropology), to associate professor
• Ian Drake (Political Science and Law), to associate professor
• Mary English (Classics & General Humanities), to professor
• Jonathan Greenberg (English), to professor
• Thomas Herold (Modern Languages and Literatures), to associate professor
• Jennifer Pardo (Psychology), to professor
• Christopher Salvatore (Justice Studies), to associate professor
• Patricia Salzman (Classics & General Humanities), to professor
• Valerie Sessa (Psychology), to professor
• Elizabeth Wishnick (Political Science & Law), to professor

Retired

• John Adams, Psychology
• Irma Figueroa, Political Science and Law
• Diana Guamarez-Cruz, Spanish and Italian
• Enith Krause, Spanish and Italian
• Linda Levine, Spanish and Italian
• Susan O’Neil, Sociology
• Vicki Toffler, Justice Studies
• Anita Welling, Classics and General Humanities
• Gil Zicklin, Sociology
New Academic Programs – Approved or Launched

Undergraduate
- Major in Arabic Studies – launch in Fall 2016
- Minor in Social Work (Child Advocacy) – launched in Fall 2015
- Minor in American Sign Language (Linguistics)—launch in Fall 2016

Graduate
- MA in Clinical Psychology, Concentration in Forensic Psychology (Psychology) – launched in Fall 2015
- Certificate in Homeland Security (Justice Studies) – launch in Fall 2016

Undergraduate/Graduate
- Combined BA/MA – Political Science Major / MA in Law and Governance (Political Science and Law) – launch in Fall 2016
- Combined BA/MA – Law and Governance (Political Science and Law) – launch in Fall 2016
- Combined BA/MAT -- English Major/MAT w/ K-6 Instructional Certification and Teachers of Students with Disabilities Certification – launched Fall 2015
- Combined BA/MAT -- General Humanities Major/MAT w/ K-6 Instructional Certification and Teachers of Students with Disabilities Certification – launched Fall 2015
Annual Highlights

• The College of Humanities and Social Sciences selected a new dean. **Robert Friedman** became dean in July of 2016, coming from the University of Washington, Tacoma, where he served as Academic Director of the Institute of Technology.

• After many years of service to the College, Associate Dean **Alan Cottrell** returned to Texas to become Dean of Arts and Sciences at Northeast Lakeview College.

• **Luis Montesinos**, former associate dean and acting dean of the College, returned to the classroom and the Department of Psychology.

• **Laurence Jay-Rayon**, French native and former adjunct professor in the Modern Languages and Literature department, was named director of the new **Center for Translation and Interpreting**, housed in Schmitt Hall.

• In a partnership with the College of Education and Social Services, the College supported the creation of a permanent, integrated **Center for Clinical Services** that supports research and services in psychology and child advocacy provided by CHSS faculty, staff, and students.

• CHSS Student Services has developed a program of **peer mentoring**, supported by Adviser and Student Engagement Coordinator Courtney Cunningham, and twenty student-leaders.

• **Child Advocacy** opened a new minor in undergraduate social work, enrolling 150 students.

• **Classics and General Humanities** professors Deborah Chatr Aryamontri, Carla Mattei, and Timothy Renner curated the Roman “‘Villa of Antonines’: The Emotion of Discovery,” an exhibit presented on campus in two locations during the month of April.

• **Communication Sciences and Disorders** students received more than $10,000 in scholarships, and two AuD students were selected to receive NIH research traineeships at the National Center for Rehabilitative Auditory Research (NCRAR).

• **Four English department** faculty saw their books published this year, with Lucy McDiarmid conducting a book tour in Ireland for her book, *At Home in the Revolution: What Women Said and Did in 1916*; Jeff Miller received international media attention for his discovery of the earliest translation of the King James Bible.

• **The History department’s Jeff Strickland** published *Unequal Freedoms: Ethnicity, Race, and White Supremacy in Civil War-Era Charleston*, which was a finalist for the George C. Rogers Jr. Award from the South Carolina Historical Society; Negin Nabavi saw publication of *Modern Iran: A History of Documents*.

• In **Justice Studies**, over 200 students were placed in internships.

• The **Linguistics** department hosted a speaker series funded by the UN National Science Foundation, bringing speakers from Swarthmore College (Byron Ahn), Ivan Franko Lviv National University, Ukraine (Kryna Dilay), University of Castilla-La Mancha, Spain (Eliecer Crespo-Fernandez) and NYU (Adina Williams).
• In Modern Languages and Literatures, Elizabeth Emery received a National Endowment for the Humanities grant for AY2016-2017.

• The Philosophy faculty began its first year as an independent department, and will move to Schmitt Hall in the fall of 2016, joining Linguistics, Modern Languages and Literatures, and Spanish and Italian.

• In the Political Science and Law department, Elizabeth Wishnick organized a roundtable on nuclear non-proliferation, “The Last Rogue State? Handling North Korean after the Iranian Nuclear Deal” through support of the Korean Economic Institute of America.

• The Psychology department has several faculty currently working off of grants -- Laura Lakusta (NSF, $384,460), Sarah Lowe (NIEHS, $44,787; DHHS $60,000) and Valerie Sessa and Jennifer Bragger (C. Charles Jackson Foundation, $4450) -- with Laura Lakusta, Sarah Lowe, Jennifer Pardo, Josh Sandry and Debra Zellner having applications pending.

• The Religion faculty began its first year as an independent department, focusing on engagement, both through their research and programming, which included hosting “The Lenni-Lenape: No Longer a New Jersey Tribe?”

• Faculty from the Sociology department are proud to be writers of the Montclair Socioblog, which averages two posts a week, and receives approximately 10,000 visits per month.

• The Spanish and Italian department has provided a vast array of cultural programming, with over a dozen lectures, including several programs sponsored by the Inserra Chair, including “Digital Humanities in Authorea: New Spaces for Publishing on a Shared Free Platform.”
CHSS: By the Numbers

Number of Students in Programs
- CHSS Majors (Fall 2015): 4485
- CHSS Students in Graduate Programs (Fall 2014): 763
- CHSS Minors (Fall 2015): 1285

Student Financial Awards
- 560 CHSS students received institutionally funded grants, scholarships and waivers
- Total dollar amount: $2,563,025

Student Semester Hours (FY15)
- CHSS Undergraduate: 38.8% of MSU total
- CHSS Masters Level: 21.5% of MSU total
- CHSS Doctoral Level: 34.3% of MSU total

Personnel (AY16)
- Full-time Teaching Faculty
  - 53 Assistant Professors
  - 78 Associate Professors
  - 47 Full Professors
  - 17 One-Year faculty
- Specialists
  - 4 Clinical Specialists
  - 25 Instructional Specialists
- Administrative Staff
  - 4 Deans
  - 51 Managers, Professionals, Administrators, and Assistants
College of Humanities and Social Sciences: Scholarship

Department of Anthropology

Books


Journal Articles


Book Chapters


External Grants


Matthews, CN. 2015 Member of the project team. Unearthing the Future: The Art of Reverse Archaeology of I-280 in Orange, NJ. ArtPlace America grant to Valley Arts, Inc. Subaward Grant. $26,096.

McCaffrey, K. 2015 Member of the project team. Unearthing the Future: The Art of Reverse Archaeology of I-280 in Orange, NJ. ArtPlace America grant to Valley Arts, Inc. Subaward Grant. $26,096.


Editorial Journal and Other Work

Matthews, CN. Journal Editor, *Historical Archaeology*, quarterly journal published by the Society for Historical Archaeology.

Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks


Department of Child Advocacy

Journal Articles


Editorial Journal and Other Work


**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


Poole, D. A., & Dickinson, J. J. (2016). Three “Cs” of forensic interviewing: The developmental science behind the subtleties. Michigan Chapter of the National Children’s Alliance, Traverse City, MI.

**Department of Classics and General Humanities**

**Books**


**Journal Articles**


**Book Chapters**

Asirvatham, Sulochana. ‘Youthful Folly and Intergenerational Violence in Greco-Roman Narratives on Alexander the Great,’ in *Folly and Violence in the Court of Alexander the Great and his Successors?*, eds. T. Howe & S Müller (Projekt Verlag, 2016), 11-24.

**Editorial Journal and Other Work**


**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


German, Senta. “The Domestic Work of Women in the Aegean Bronze Age² Art and Archaeology of the Mediterranean” World Colloquium, University of Pennsylvania (invited) April 2016

**Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders**

**Journal Articles**


**Book Chapters**


**External Grants**

Boyle, M. P. (March 2015 – February 2016). Reducing the stigma associated with stuttering: A comparison of three strategies for change. National Stuttering Association, Canadeo Family Research Grant, $2,500. (This grant is for the development and execution of a research study that will compare various stigma reduction programs on the perceptions of people who stutter.) Role: Primary Investigator.


Hitchcock, E. (June 2016- July 2017) selected to participate in the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association’s 2016 Pathways program, Rockville, MD.


Koehnke, J. ASHA Student Hill Day (April 2016, for two CSD students (Kaitlin Fitzpatrick & Caitlin Parys) to go to Washington, D.C. $800

Prezant, F. (September 2015-November 2016) ReelAbilities Film Festival. Invited grant from the Kessler Foundation to develop and implement Reelabilities Film Festival at MSU as a venue site in the largest national disability film festival. $20,000

**Editorial Journal and Other Work**


Besing, J. Editorial Board for the American Journal of Audiology (2016 - )

Besing, J. Reviewer for books and book proposals for Plural Publishing, San Diego, CA


Eisenberg, S. Associate Editor, Journal of Speech-Language-Hearing Research.

Hitchcock, E. Manuscript review for Clinical Linguistics and Phonetics, Journal of Communication Disorders

Johnson, V. Manuscript review for Journal of Speech-Language-Hearing Research

Koehnke, J. Manuscript review for Ear & Hearing

--- Grant Reviewer for American Speech-Language-Hearing Foundation, American Speech Language-Hearing Association

--- Editorial board: VOICES, of the New Jersey Speech-Language-Hearing Association

Spitzer, J. Section Editor (Otolaryngology) for Scientifica

**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


**Department of English**

**Books**


**Journal Articles**


**Book Chapters**


**External Grants**

- - -. Fulbright-Hays Visiting Specialist Award; can lecture/attend conferences in Pakistan or Morocco for up to six weeks every other year. 2015-2018.


**Editorial Journal and Other Work**

Afzal-Khan, Fawzia. Editorial Board, Arab Stages (2015–)
- - -. Editorial Board, JELLS-Journal of Literary and Linguistic Studies, Pakistan (2015--)
- - -. Contributing Editor, TDR-The Drama Review (ongoing)
Galef, David. Editorial Board, Twentieth Century Literature (1996–)

Knight, Melinda, Editor in Chief. Business and Professional Communication Quarterly (2010–)
- - -. External referee, Tenure. University of North Texas.

- - -. External referee, ACLS, BU Humanities Council, and Folger Shakespeare Library Fellowships, September–October 2015.
- - -. External referee, Promotion (Full), University of San Francisco (Fall 2015)
- - -. Ms. Referee, “Is King Lear a Black Comedy?” Shakespeare Bulletin (September 2015)
- - -. Ms. Referee. “‘Armour of God’: Saint George, English Nationalism, and Stephen Bateman’s Emblem ‘Of Faith.’” Emblematica (January 2016)

McDiarmid, Lucy. Editorial Board, Journal of the International Yeats Society


Restaino, Jessica. MS Review. College English.
---. MS Review. College Composition and Communication
---. MS Review. Literacy in Composition Studies (LiCS).
---. Scholar mentor. Peitho: Journal of the Coalition of Women Scholars in Rhetoric and Composition.
---. External referee, Tenure. Ithaca College.
---. External referee, Tenure. John Jay College, CUNY.
Knight, Melinda, Editor in Chief. Business and Professional Communication Quarterly (2010--)

Short Fiction and Memoir, Poems, Humor and Essays


Faculty Achievements -- Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks

- - - . “Gendered Spaces in Ireland’s Easter Rising,” delivered at Hofstra University, April 2016 and at Union College, April 2016
- - - . “Provision for Girls’: Women, Gender, and the Easter Rising,” Leitrim County Library Service, Co Leitrim, Ireland, March 2 016
- - -. “Gender, the other territorial conflict in the Easter Rising,” Women and the Rising lecture series, University, College Cork, March 2016
- - -. “Jumping into the G.P.O.: women’s access to the Rising,” Celebration of International Women’s and the Easter Rising 1916, Kilkenny, Ireland, March 2016
Robbins, Michael, “Filth, Fire, First Drafts” (poetry reading), Housing Works, January 2016.
- - -. “Holes in Yeats,” Taste of the Yeats Summer School, Yeats Society of New York, April 2016
- - -. KGB Nonfiction Series (poetry reading), April 2016

Department of History

Books


Journal Articles


Book Chapters


External Grants
Dawn Hayes received funding to attend the National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Institute for College Teachers: “Negotiating Identities: Expression and Representation in the Christian-Jewish-Muslim Mediterranean” (Barcelona, Spain) – July 2015.

Julia Landweber was awarded a Scholar-in-Residence Fellowship by the Hillwood Estate and Museum, Washington, D.C., Summer 2015. One week residency, including travel and housing, awarded to study the Hillwood collection of eighteenth-century Sèvres porcelain for my research project Embracing the Queen of Beans: How Coffee was Adopted into French Medicine, Fashion, and Diet, 1660-1789.

Negin Nabavi was awarded a membership to the School of Historical Studies at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton for Spring 2016. While in residence she started work on a book manuscript tentatively titled Debating Modernity: The Emergence of Publics and Public Spheres in Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Iran.

Editorial Journal and Other Work

Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks
Nancy Carnevale delivered three public lectures (“No Italian Spoken for the Duration of the War: Italian Americans During World War II”) through the New Jersey Council for the Humanities Speaker’s Bureau: Verona Public Library, Bayonne High School Faculty, Cedar Grove Public Library.

Negin Nabavi. “Reading Rooms and Print-Culture in Late Qajar Iran,” Department of Near Eastern Studies, Princeton University, April 4, 2016.

-----------------------------. “Creating Publics: Newspapers and Newspaper Culture in Qajar Iran,” Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, April 13, 2016

James Woodard was invited to deliver a lecture at Brown University entitled “Creating Brazilian Consumer Capitalism in the American Century: Commerce, Culture, Power.” March 24, 2016.

Department of Justice Studies

Journal Articles


**Editorial Journal and Other Work**


**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**

Arnaud Kurze, guest lecture, “Dealing with the Past 2.0,” University of Groningen, Netherlands, December 2015.

**Department of Linguistics**

**Books**


**Journal Articles**


Refereed Proceedings


External Grants

2016. DURIP. Dynamic Data-Driven Fusion and Scene Understanding for Real Time Queries over Live Streaming Video PI: Jing Peng, Co-PI Anna Feldman. $136,309.


2015-2016. NAACL 2015 Workshop on Computational Linguistics for Literature. PI: Anna Feldman. $6,000.

Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks


Feldman, A. May 12, 2016 Automatic Idiom Recognition. Yahoo! Labs, NYC; with Jing Peng *(Invited Talk)*

Department of Modern Languages and Literatures

Books
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Journal Articles


Book Chapters


**External Grants**

**Editorial Journal and Other Work**
Emery, Elizabeth. Joint Editor, Romance Studies (until January 2016).


Gatrall, Jefferson. MLA Division Executive Representative for the Forum on Russian and Eurasian Studies, 2015-2020.


**Short Fiction and Memoir, Poems, Humor and Essays**

**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


**Books**


Anthony P. Spanakos and Francisco Panizza Ed. Conceptualizing Comparative Politics, Routledge, 2015


Anthony P. Spanakos, “Institutionalities and Political Change in Bolivarian Venezuela.”


**Journal Articles**


Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks

Harrison, Brigid. Keynote speaker at the Texas Community College Teachers’ Association, February 27, 2016, Houston, Texas.

Department of Psychology

Journal Articles


**Book Chapters**


**External Grants**


Lowe, S.; 2016 “The influence of disaster recovery partnerships on mental health in New York City after Hurricane Sandy,” Montclair State University concontract, Department of Health and Human Services; US $60,000 (2016).


**Editorial Journal and Other Work**

**Fox, J.**: From 9/2015 to present, I reviewed for School Mental Health (x2) and Journal of Immigrant and Minority Health (x1)

**Grapin, S.** Editorial board member of International Journal of School and Educational Psychology and Trainers’ Forum; Completed reviews for School Psychology International and Contemporary School Psychology


**Lowe, S.** Reviews for the following journals from 9/2015–present: BMC Psychiatry, *Population and Environment* (x2), Journal of Traumatic Stress, American Journal of Epidemiology, Substance Use and Misuse; I also reviewed an entry for the *Oxford Encyclopedia of Natural Hazards* and served as a grant reviewer for the Israel Science Foundation

**Montesinos, L.** Middle States review.

**Ragin, D.** Reviewer for *Social Science and Medicine*, an international journal.

**Ragin, D.** Reviewer for *American Journal of Nursing*.

**Sandry, J.** Editorial Board *International Journal of Aviation Sciences*. Reviewed for the following journals from 9/2015 to present: *Acta Neurologica Scandinavica* (x2); *International Journal of MS Care* (x1); *Psych & Ageing* (x1); *Journal of the Neurological Sciences* (x1); *Journal of Clinical and Experimental Neuropsychology* (x1); *Assessment* (x1); *Therapeutic Advances in Neurological Disorders* (x1); *Acta Psychologica* (x1)

**Townsend, D.** reviewed manuscript for *Journal of Memory and Language* and abstracts for Events in Language and Cognition Workshop 2016.

**Zellner, D.,** Advisory Editor of the journal *Appetite*.

**Zellner, D.,** Editorial Board of the journal *Food Quality and Preference*.

**Zellner, D.,** Advisory Board for Culinary Science program - Culinary Institute of America

**Zellner, D.,** Psychology Councilor for the Council on Undergraduate Research

**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


Department of Religion

Books

Editorial Work, Essays, Media, Book Reviews, etc.

Dorothy Rogers. “Women Philosophers DVD Series - A Pedagogical Tool to Improve Inclusiveness and Diversity,” Feminism and Philosophy Newsletter, 15:2; 2-5 (Spring 2016).


Department of Sociology

Books

Journal Articles

External Grants
Yasemin Besen-Cassino, $15,000 Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) 2015-2016
Donoghue, Christopher and Yasemin Besen-Cassino, $600 AKD Symposium Grant

Editorial Journal and Other Work
Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Book Review Editor, Gender & Society
Yasemin Besen-Cassino, Contexts, Editorial Board
Jay Livingston, Contexts, Editorial Board

Media


Jay Livingston, “You Think It’s Great, but It’s Probably Just Familiar,” Pacific Standard Magazine, April 18, 2016 [link]


Department of Spanish and Italian

Articles


**Book Chapters**


**Editorial Journal and Other Work**


Fiore, Teresa. Visiting Scholar. CEMS (Center for European & Mediterranean Studies), NYU.

**Short Fiction and Memoir, Poems, Humor and Essays**


**Invited Lectures and Plenary Talks**


